Tech Rider
SOUND:
Audio tech required throughout show. The purchaser will need three body mics. A back up Lav or handheld
wireless should be set back stage, or where accessible to hand to purchaser in the event that it is needed. Artist
travels with a tech person, who calls the show and runs the show on QLAB.
LIGHTING:
Purchaser carries no lighting equipment. It is mutually understood that the purchaser will formulate a light plot for
the individual theater based on lighting plot, and that the purchaser’s technical staff will take care of all, handling
and loading in for this event. (See Lighting Plot for additional info) Lighting Tech is required throughout the show
and will work with stage manager on site to finalize light design.
VIDEO:
Show runs off of QLAB program on Mac. HDMI or VGA hookups. Must be able to connect to the PROJECTOR
from inside the sound booth (PREFERRED) or provide headset to tech person so that they can call the show.
PROPS:
TBD

SCREEN REQUIREMENTS: (Two options)
1. One screen approx. 13’ diagonal screen at center stage, which must be hung 6 ft. above the floor (to clear actress).
Curtain legs down and flanking screen. Mid should be closed or black soft goods should be up so patron/performer
can not see behind the screen center stage.
2. Two screens flanking the stage with a minimum 10’ diagonal

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR:
Working knowledge of facility and authority to represent purchaser to act as assistant to the Stage Manager at all
times. All crew running the rehearsals must be the same people working performance. Crew must be 18+.
REHEARSAL SPACE: Stage available for soundcheck / rehearsal 3 hrs prior to show.
MERCHANDISE:

Purchaser requires an 8’ table for merchandise sales in lobby, if applicable.

DRESSING ROOMS:
The purchaser will provide clean, private dressing rooms with make-up lights and mirrors, chairs/table, private
lavatory and sink and be close to the stage. The purchaser must also supply seltzer and bottled water. In addition,
the dressing rooms are to be heated or cooled to the artist satisfaction.
HOSPITALITY:

Full dinner served between sound check and show time. Cast has a gluten free member
and a vegetarian. Please provide water, ginger ale and sugar free Redbull.

